Customer Service: 1-800-441-1934
8AM - 5:30PM EST, Monday - Friday

PLAYER'S CHOICE 550
Directions for Use

Recommended for use in finishing all types of wood floors
(gymnasium, sports floors, maple and oak).

Oil-Based Wood Floor Finish

Player's Choice™ from Basic Coatings& is a durable oilmodified urethane wood floor finish designed to protect wood
floors while providing a rich, attractive appearance.
Features

Rich, attractive oil-based finish
Excellent mar and scuff resistance
For sports, commercial and residential application
Available In

5 Gal. Pail Item #B0693-0512

FOR NEW OR SANDED FLOORS:
NOTE: Always use a respirator when applying this product.
1. Sand the floor using accepted NWFA or MFMA procedures.
All old finish must be removed.
2. Finish sanding with 100 or 120 grit screens.
3. Vacuum all dust and tack the floor with dry cotton towels.
Repeat tacking if necessary.
4. Apply 2 coats of a penetrating sealer. Follow recommended
application procedures for penetrating sealer.
5. Screen seal coat(s) with 120 grit screens, vacuum and tack
with waterless cleaner. Let tack dry 30 - 60 minutes with good
ventilation before applying paint or finish.
6. Apply finish. Use a lambs wool applicator first across the
grain and then with the grain or use a gravity feed applicator
applying the product with the grain of the wood.
7. Two coats of finish are recommended. Apply at 400 - 450
sq.ft./gal.
8. Allow to dry at least 12 hours before recoating. Abrade
between coats with maroon top scrub pad or used screens.
9. Let dry at least 72 hours before allowing normal traffic.
10. All paints should be tested prior to use for compatibility and
adhesion.
PREVIOUSLY SEALED OR FINISHED FLOORS:
1. Tack floor using cotton towels and waterless cleaner.
2. Screen with 100 grit screens with the grain of the wood.
3. Vacuum all dust and tack the floor with cotton towels and
waterless cleaner. Repeat tacking if necessary. Let tack dry
before coating.
4. Apply with lambs wool applicator first across the grain and
then with the grain or use a gravity feed applicator applying the
product with the grain of the wood.
5. Two coats of finish are recommended. Apply at 400 - 450
sq.ft./gal.
6. Allow to dry at least 12 hours before recoating. Abrade
between coats with a maroon top scrub pad or used screen.
7. Let dry at least 72 hours before allowing normal traffic.
8. All paints should be tested prior to use for compatibility and
adhesion.
NOTE: Do not use on resilient tile. Use waterless cleaner for
clean up. Not recommended for floors that have been previously
maintained with wax or oil.
Tech Specs

Coverage
Warranty
Light traffic
Color
Recoat
Full cure

450 - 500 sq. ft./gal
1 year
24 hours
Light Amber
12 - 18 hours
72 hours

